Abstract-There has been a remarkable increase in the data exchange over web and the widespread use of digital media. As a result, multimedia data transfers also had a boost up. The mounting interest with reference to digital watermarking throughout the last decade is certainly due to the increase in the need of copyright protection of digital content. This is also enhanced due to commercial prospective. Applications of video watermarking in copy control, broadcast monitoring, finger printing, video authentication, copyright protection etc is immensely rising.
INTRODUCTION
Video Watermarking is a young and rapidly evolving field in the area of multimedia. Following factors have contributed towards the triggering of interest in this field. a) The society is contaminated by the tremendous piracy of digital data, as copying of digital media has become comparatively easy. b) This is an era where need has arise for fight against "Intellectual property rights infringements". c) Copyright protection must not be eroded due to malicious attacks d) Tampering of the digital data needs to be concealed at some point.
The requirement of secure communication and digital data transfer has potentially increased with the development of multimedia systems. Data integrity is not secure in image transfers [16] . The main technique used for protection of Intellectual Property rights and copyright protection is digital watermarking [1, 2, and 3] . The copyright data may be in the form of text [4] [5], image [6] - [9] , audio [10] , video [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Watermarking may be visible or invisible. Invisible watermarking implies that the presence of the watermark is barely discernible when the watermarked signal is displayed. Watermark embedding may bring in diminutive distortion into the audible or visible components of the watermarked signal. If the watermark cannot be easily removed from the watermarked signal even after applying common watermarking attacks then it is referred as robust embedding.
The basic components involved in robust watermarking are watermark embedding, attack, and watermark detection. In watermark embedding, a watermark signal (Text, image or audio etc) is constructed and then embedded into an original signal (Video in context with this paper) to produce the watermarked signal. Once embedding is done, the watermarked video can be subjected to various attacks. During watermark detection, the watermark detector is given a test signal that may be watermarked, attacked or not. The watermark detector reports whether the watermark is present or not on examining the signal at its input.
According to the grapevine, any image watermarking technique can be extended to watermark videos, but reality speaks that video watermarking techniques need to meet other challenges than that in image watermarking schemes. Basically, the watermarking technologies are classified in various domains like the spatial domain or temporal domain [17] [18] and the frequency domain [19] [20] [21] [22] .
This paper is organized six sections. The subsequent section explains the important aspects of video watermarking. Section III focuses the widespread applications of video watermarking .Section IV considers the robustness aspect by elaborating on the common attacks in video watermarking. The various domains of video watermarking are explored and a robust algorithm in each domain is considered in Section V. This is a vast section as has six main subsections dealing with spread spectrum domain, Spatial, DCT, DWT, Feature Domain and SVD domain of video watermarking. And a conclusion is presented in the last section.
II. IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF VIDEO WATERMARKING
Video watermarking embeds data in the video for the purpose of identification, annotation and copyright. A number of video watermarking techniques have been proposed. These techniques exploit different ways in order to embed a robust watermark and to maintain original video fidelity. Conventional encryption algorithms permit only authorized users to access encrypted digital data. Once such data are decrypted, however, there is no way in prohibiting its illegal copying and distribution.
Many algorithms for developing watermarks on images are extended for videos. But some points need to be considered during the extensions. a) Between the frames there exists a huge amount of intrinsically redundant data. b) There must be a strong balance between the motion and the motionless regions c) Strong concern must be put forth on real time and streaming video applications The following aspects are important for the design of video watermarking systems. a) Imperceptibility: The watermark embedding should cause as little degradation to the host video as possible. b) Robustness: The watermark must be robust to common signal processing manipulations and attempts to remove or impair the watermark. c) Security: The embedded information must be secure against tampering. d) Capacity: The amount of embedded information must be large enough to uniquely identify the owner of the video
III. APPLICATIONS OF VIDEO WATERMARKING
The present section is completely devoted to the presentation of various applications in which digital watermarking can convey a precious hold up in the perspective of video. Digital video watermarking is used in a variety of applications. Various applications are elucidated in detail in [23] . Some major ones are a) Fingerprinting: In this technique the video is uniquely identified by its resultant fingerprint by software that recognizes extracts and then compresses distinguishing components of a video. Some of the features that are involved in video fingerprinting analysis are key frame analysis, color changes, motion changes etc. of a video sequence. In this technique watermarks are embedded as fingerprints on the video. Several fingerprinting methods extract the fingerprints on the video. The evaluation and identification of the video content is then performed by comparing extracted fingerprints. The white paper [24] provides a high level overview of digital watermarking and fingerprinting and examines how these two technologies can be integrated into workflows for automatically tracking, protecting and monetizing content. b) Copy control: Copy protection is a widely exercised application in video watermarking. In this a watermark is used to indicate whether a video content is copyrighted. This watermark can only be removed with a severe degradation of the video sequence. The work on copy protection issues in DVD is being carried out by The Copy Protection Technical Working Group (CPTWG). However a system, which could become the future specification for DVD copy protection, has been defined [25] . various issues that play a role in designing a copy-protection system for digital versatile disk (DVD) video as perceived by Millennium, one of the two contenders in the DVD-video copy protection standardization activity are being addressed in [26] [30] .
IV. COMMON ATTACKS IN VIDEO WATERMARKING
As with any encryption/ secret encoding scheme, the algorithms used are subject to attacks. Watermarking is no exception and many techniques have been derived to effectively attack watermarked systems. The common attacks of video watermarking are frame dropping, frame averaging, statistical analysis, lossy compression, cropping and various signal processing and geometrical attacks.
In [31] the author has classified the attacks on video watermarking basically in two categories Intentional attacks: The intentional watermark attack include Single frame attacks like filtering attacks, contrast and color enhancement and noise adding attack. Or statistical attacks like averaging attack and collision attack. Unintentional attacks: The unintentional attacks may be due to Degradations that can occur during lossy copying, or due to Compression of the video during re encoding or because of Change of frame rate and Change of resolution
V TECHNIQUES IN VIDEO WATERMARKING
Many algorithms have been proposed in the scientific literature for robust watermark embedding in video. We explore some most commonly used domains used for video watermarking and explore one algorithm in each domain.
a) Spread Spectrum Domain video watermarking
Technique: Scheme 1 One of the pioneer works in video watermarking considers the video signal as a one dimensional signal [32] . The algorithm for watermarking in the uncompressed domain mentioned in this paper for embedding watermark can be summarized as follows Watermark embedding algorithm 1. A one dimensional signal is acquired by a simple line scanning. Let the sequence j x є {-1, 1} represents the Watermark bits to be embedded. This sequence is spread by a chip-rate cr according to the following equation:
( 1). This pioneer method proposes a very flexible framework, which can be used as a basic root of a more complicated video watermarking scheme. b) Spatial Domain video watermarking Technique: Scheme2 We begin our exploration of video watermarking techniques in the spatial domain, also referred to as the pixel or coordinate domain. Algorithms in this class generally share the following characteristics: 1. The watermark design and the watermark insertion procedures do not involve any transforms. 2. Simple techniques like addition or replacement are used for the combination of watermark with the host signal and embedding takes place directly in the pixel domain. The main strengths of pixel domain methods are that they are conceptually simple and have very low computational complexities. As a result they have proven to be most attractive for video watermarking applications where real-time performance is a primary concern. Macq and Quisquater [33] focused on the issue of watermarking digital images. In the paper, the authors illustrated a technique to insert a watermark into the LSB of pixels that are located in the vicinity of image contours. As the LSB technique was implied, modifications of LSB's destroyed the watermark However, the LSB techniques also exhibit some major limitations • Since absolute spatial synchronization is required, susceptibility to de-synchronization attacks is increased • Multiple frame collusions may occur due to lack of consideration of the temporal axis.
• Watermark optimization is difficult using only spatial analysis techniques. A video watermarking with robustness against rotation, scaling and translation (RST) is proposed is proposed in [34] . The watermark information is embedded into pixels along the temporal axis within a Watermark Minimum Segment (WMS). Since the RST operations for every frame along the time axis in video sequence are the same at a very short interval, the watermark information can be detected from watermarked frames in each WMS subjected to RST. The algorithm presented in this paper has a basic assumption that the geometrical transformation for every frame along the time axis in a video sequence is the same at a very short interval. So the position of each pixel Watermarking Minimum Segment (WMS) is changed in same way along the time axis. The algorithm in the paper can be summarized as Before watermarking, a time-axis template, which carries the information of at least three original pixel positions, is embedded into the video sequence along the time-axis within each WMS. In the algorithm a random sequence ( ) 
Where h is a prediction filter,* is convolution operator, l=0, The recovery of the watermark is given by
And
Where h is a prediction filter, * is convolution operator, [·] is integer operator, l=0, 1, 2…N-1, N is the length of WMS or the length of embedded PN sequence, and M (=Tb/Tc) is a bandwidth expansion factor. The variable l is used to find the start point of embedded sequence in the video frames. If dxy >threshold, the watermark is detected, and
The author further solves the problem of synchronization along the time axis. This is done by embedding the special reference orthogonal sequences ri(k) with the same length of WMS multiple times at different points along the time axis before watermarking. So the embedding algorithm becomes , , , 
Where h is a prediction filter, * is convolution operator. Experimental results show that the technique is robust against the attacks of RST, bending and shearing of frames, MPEG-2 lossy compression, colour-space conversion, and frame dropping attacks.
c) DCT domain Video watermarking technique: Scheme 3
The watermark signal is not only designed in the spatial domain, but sometimes also in a transform domain like the full-image discrete cosine transform (DCT) domain or blockwise DCT domain. Features of DCT a) The Characteristics of DCT coefficients must utilize few coefficients for providing excellent signal approximations. b) Since the frequency components are ordered in a sequential order, starting with low frequency, mid frequency and high frequency components, a proper selection of the components can be prepared. c) A smooth block is represented, if most of the high frequency coefficients are zero. d) An edge block is represented, if the low frequency coefficients have large absolute values. DCT is faster and can be implemented in O (n log n) operations. The DCT allows an image to be broken up into different frequency bands, making it much easier to embed watermarking information into the middle frequency bands of an image. The middle frequency bands are chosen such that they avoid the most visual important parts of the image (low frequencies) without over-exposing themselves to removal through compression and noise attacks (high Frequency). The DCT transforms a signal or image from the spatial domain to the frequency domain.
In [37] the author proposed a framework based on the Hartung technique which depended on spread spectrum communication in discrete cosine transform (DCT). The basic algorithm used in this paper is designed by Hartung , Girod [38] . The basic principal is borrowed from spread spectrum. The algorithm mentioned in the paper can be summarized as Embedding algorithm 1. For every frame of the video sequence find its DCT coefficients A] A one dimensional signal is acquired by a simple line scanning. Let the sequence j x є {-1, 1} represents the Watermark bits to be embedded. This sequence is spread by a chip-rate cr according to the following equation: The watermark recovery is done by correlation. Another possible domain for watermark embedding is that of the wavelet domain. The DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) separates an image into a lower resolution approximation image (LL) as well as horizontal (HL), vertical (LH) and diagonal (HH) detail components. The process can then be repeated to compute multiple "scale" wavelet decomposition. One of the many advantages over the wavelet transform is that that it is believed to more accurately model aspects of the HVS as compared to the FFT or DCT. This allows us to use higher energy watermarks in regions that the HVS is known to be less sensitive to, such as the high resolution 32 detail bands LH, HL, HH). Embedding watermarks in these regions allow us to increase the robustness of our watermark, at little to no additional impact on image quality.
In [39] the author proposes a novel hybrid digital video watermarking scheme based on the scene change analysis and error correction code. The basic technique used for embedding the watermark is the Discrete Wavelet Transform.. The basic embedding algorithm in the paper can be summarized as 1. Watermark preprocess: -A watermark is scrambled into small parts as a part of preprocess. The watermark is first scaled to a particular size as
Where m -No of scene changes and p,q,n -No of positive integer. Size of watermark is determined by, 64.2^*64.2p q -----------(3) Then the watermark is divided into 2^n small images with size 64. In the next step, each small image is decomposed into 8 bit-planes, and a large image can be obtained by placing the bit-planes side by side only consisting of 0s and 1s. These processed images are used as watermarks. end if Where Ci is the ith DWT coefficient of a video frame, and Wj is the jth pixel of a corresponding watermark image [40] .
watermark detection
The video is processed to detect the video watermark.
The detection is done by the following logic
In the paper the author has also embedded an audio watermark in the audio sequence. The mentioned algorithm was experimented for attacks like Frame dropping, Frame collision, Cropping, Rescaling, Noise, Mpeg-attack, Lossy compression, Median filter, Row -column removal, Rotation and Affine 5. Feature Domain PCA based video watermarking technique : Scheme 5
The mathematical procedure of transforming a number of possibly correlated variables into a smaller number of uncorrelated variables is called Principal component analysis (PCA). The smaller numbers of uncorrelated variables are called principal components. Given a data set, the principal component analysis reduces the dimensionality of the data set. In [41] the author proposes a new digital video watermarking scheme based on Principal Component Analysis. The video shots are detected based on informational content, and color similarities. The key frames of each shot are extracted and each key frame is composed of three color channels. Embedding of the watermark is done in the three color channels RGB of an input video file.
The following PCA procedure adapted from [42] is explored in the watermarking process. 
The components of y are the coordinates in the orthogonal vector h) The original data vector z can be recovered from y using Where α is a strength parameter 6.
The three RGB watermarked color channels are separately recovered by the inverse PCA process and a watermarked frame is achieved
7.
The video is reconstructed by retrieving first the video shots by the method in [44] Extraction Procedure: The watermark is recovered by applying the correlation formula for each frame separately. σ specifies the luminance of an image layer while the corresponding pair of singular vectors specifies the geometry of the image layer [45, 46, and 47] .
In [48] the author proposes two effective, robust and imperceptible video watermarking algorithms based on the algebraic transform of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). In this paper we explore only the first one. In the mentioned algorithm, watermark bit information is embedded in the SVD-transformed video in a diagonal-wise fashion. The algorithm mentioned in the paper can be summarized as Embedding Algorithm 1: The video clip is divided into video scenes si v 2: the frames in each video scene are processed by SVD 3: Every video frame F is converted to YCBCR color matrix format from RGB. 4: The SVD for the Y matrix in each frame F is computed. This process generates 3 Matrices (U, S, and V) such as:
The size, of the watermark must match the size of the matrix which will be used for embedding U, V or S. So a rescaling is performed on the watermark image 6: Embedding can be done in one of the three SVD matrices: U, V, or S, watermark bits extracted from all frames. 7: The same procedure is followed for all video scenes.
The results obtained in the paper produced high robustness against attacks such as frame compression, rotation, and frame dropping, frame swapping and frame averaging attacks.
VI CONCLUSION
In the paper we revised various video watermarking algorithms proposed in the literature in various domains. A comparative study focusing on the robustness factor of each algorithm is mentioned in the Table 1 .
New approaches are expected to come out and may merge existing approaches. For example, a watermark can be separated into two parts: one for copyright protection and the other for customer fingerprinting. One watermark may be embedded in DCT domain while other in DWT. various scene change algorithms may be suggested. Further texture features could be extracted. However many challenges have to be taken up. Robustness is a parameter that has to be well thought of. Some aggressive video processing's may modify the watermark signal. Certain factored checks have to be described for an intended application. Some major challenges are the collusion attack and real time watermarking as proposed in the literature. The performance of many image watermarking algorithms is being improved by the perceptual measures. It is challenging to exploit the perceptual features of the video in real time. 
